This paper generalizes of the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem to the complex plane. Szemerédi and Trotter proved that the number of point-line incidences of n points and e lines in the real Euclidean plane is O(n 2/3 e 2/3 + n + e), and this bound is tight. We extend the methods of Szemerédi and Trotter and prove that the number of point-line incidences of n points and e complex lines in the complex plane 2 is O(n 2/3 e 2/3 + n + e), which is tight, too.
Introduction and Applications
Szemerédi and Trotter -settling a conjecture of Erdős -determined the maximal order of magnitude of the number of incidences between n points and e straight lines of the Euclidean plane [15] . Their result has innumerable applications and several generalizations, e.g., to pseudo-lines [2] and families of curves of degree r of freedom [11] . The importance of the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem is also shown by the fact that two completely different methods (or, rather, theories) have been developed for demonstrating their bound and proving wide-spread generalizations since the publication of the original result. A probabilistic "cutting plane" approach can be found in [2] , while the "crossing number method" in [11] and [14] . The latter is usually considered "the" proof of the Szemerédi-Trotter bound.
Extending some applications to a more general setting requires a similar bound for complex points and lines (see some examples below). Unfortunately, all three existing proofs rely heavily upon the topology of the real Euclidean plane and no natural complex or multidimensional counterparts have been found so far. The goal of this paper is to prove such a bound and show some applications. Our main result is formulated as follows. Theorem 1. There exists an absolute constant C such that, for any n points and e complex lines in the complex plane 2 , the number of incidences of points and lines is at most Cn 2/3 e 2/3 + 3n + 3e.
An equivalent formulation of the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem gives an upper bound on the number of lines containing at least t, 2 ≤ t ≤ n, points in the plane. Since the equivalence of the two formulations is solely combinatorial and does not depend on the underlying space (see [15] for a proof), it generalizes as well to the complex plane: Theorem 2. For n point in the complex place 2 , and any natural number 2 ≤ t ≤ n, the number of complex lines incident to at least t points is O n 2 t 3 + n t .
Theorem 1 (and also Theorem 2) is asymptotically tight: For every e and n, there exists a system of complex points and lines with at least Ω(n 2/3 e 2/3 + n + e) incidences. Erdős [10] showed that the Szemerédi-Trotter bound is tight, and there are n points and e lines in Ê 2 with Ω(n 2/3 e 2/3 + n + e) incidences. Every point (a, b) ∈ Ê 2 and every line y = cx + d, (c, d) ∈ Ê 2 , in this construction can be interpreted as a point (a, b) ∈ 2 and a complex line y = cx + d, (c, d) ∈ 2 , with the same incidence structure.
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Sections 2-5. In the remainder of this section, we present three immediate consequences of Theorem 1. All three results generalize theorems on plane geometry and their proof is based on the Szemerédi-Trotter bound. Since each of them uses purely combinatorial arguments apart from the Szemerédi-Trotter bound, they generalize to the complex plane with the same combinatorial proof and our Theorem 1.
The first result is the generalization of a theorem due to Beck [1] .
There exists an absolute constant c 1 > 0 such that, for any n points in the complex plane, at least one of the following two statements holds true
• there are at least c 1 n 2 complex lines incident to at least two points,
• there is a complex line incident to at least n/100 points.
The next result is about sum sets and product sets. Given a set A ⊂ , we denote by A + A and A · A the set of all pairwise sums and products, respectively, formed by elements of A. Elekes [4] proved that if A ⊂ Ê then max{|A + A|, |A · A|} = Ω(n 5/4 ).
This was recently improved to Ω(n 14/11 ) by Solymosi [13] . We show the following.
Corollary 2.
There is an absolute constant c 2 such that, for any set A ⊂ − {0} of n elements, c 2 · n 14/11 ≤ max{|A + A|, |A · A|}.
2 Outline of the proof Our proof follows, in some sense, the arguments of Szemerédi and Trotter. It has the same schematic structure: (i) The proof will be by contradiction;
(ii) we consider a minimal counterexample (i.e., for which n + e is minimal) and show that it must contain a rather regular substructure of points and lines (see our Separation Lemma in Section 3);
(iii) we state and prove an elaborate version of the Covering Lemma of Szemerédi and Trotter [16] (our Covering Lemma in Section 4);
(iv) the contradiction follows from a lower bound on the number of intersecting (crossing) pairs of lines in the minimal counterexample (Section 5-5.1).
There are several principal differences, however, compared to the original Szemerédi-Trotter proof. They cover a constant portion of the points by squares but it is not easy to find the appropriate cover in 2 . They make use of the simple but crucial fact that if a square is dissected into four parts by its diagonals then, for any two points in one quadrant, if we build a square on these points as two opposite corners, a suitable neighborhood of at least one of the other corner points will lie inside the original square. Unfortunately, the natural four-dimensional idea of covering by hypercubes does not have this property. That is why we need a much more involved covering lemma in the four
Similar difficulties arise if we want to find appropriate regular structures, like those in our Separation Lemma. Szemerédi and Trotter used the space of directions of lines of the Euclidean plane and find a linear transformation that produces two almost orthogonal families of lines. Unfortunately again, the space of directions of complex lines is twodimensional, and thus much more difficult to handle.
A natural generalization of the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem (and our Theorem 1) would be an upper bound on the number of incidences of points and d-flats in the 2d-dimensional real Euclidean space.
Conjecture 3. We are given n points and e d-flats (d-dimensional affine subspaces) in Ê 2d such that any two subspaces intersect in at most one point. The number of incidences of points and d-flats is O(n 2/3 e 2/3 + n + e).
For d = 1, this is equivalent to the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem. Our Theorem 1 is a special case for d = 2 where all 2-flats correspond to complex lines in 2 . Our proof technique does not establish Conjecture 3 for d = 2 because the Separation Lemma (our Lemma 4) does not seem to extend for arbitrary 2-flats in Ê 2d . We exploit the geometry of the complex plane only in Subsection 3.3, the proof of the Separation Lemma. Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 use purely combinatorial arguments, and then Sections 4 and 5 rely exclusively on real Euclidean geometry and real linear transformations, and we treat complex lines of 2 as 2-flats of Ê 4 .
In the next subsection we summarize some basic properties of complex lines in the complex plane, which are used in Subsection 3.3. We also point out why this approach does not seem to extend to 2-flats in Ê 4 .
Grassmannian manifolds
Besides the space of complex lines in 2 , we consider the space of directions of complex lines, which we denote by H. The direction of a line y = ax + b (a, b ∈ ) is a ∈ ; the direction of a line x = c (c ∈ ) is ∞. For a complex line ℓ, letl ∈ H denote its direction, and similarly letL ⊆ H denote the multiset of directions of a set L of complex lines. The space of directions H is called the Grassmannian manifold 1 H(1, 1) and it can be represented by the complex projective line È 1 or the Riemann-sphere Ë 2 [7] . The (standard) correspondence between H and Ë 2 is defined as follows: We identify every complex direction a ∈ with a point (Re(a), Im(a), 0) in the plane z = 0 of Ê 3 , then a stereographic projection maps every point from the plane z = 0 to a sphere
; and the ∞ direction is mapped to the point (0, 0, 1) of the sphere. Notice that a main circle H 0 of the sphere corresponds to the circle of unit slope directions, that is, to directions of the lines y = ax with a ∈ and |a| = 1 [7] . H(1, 1) has an essentially unique invariant metric (invariant to unitary transformations). The distance dist(l 1 ,l 2 ) between directions of two complex lines ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 in 2 can be defined in terms of their principal angle arccos(max{uv : |u| ∈ ℓ 1 , |v| ∈ ℓ 2 , |u| = |v| = 1}), which is equivalent to the chordal distance in the Riemann-sphere representation [6, 17] . In this paper, we always use the chordal metrics of Ë 2 measured in degrees.
For example, if two directions a 1 and a 2 ∈ are orthogonal, (i.e., a 1 · a 2 = −1 or a 1 = 0 and a 2 = ∞), then they correspond to antipodal points in the sphere representation
, Im(z 2 )) maps complex lines to 2-flats of Ê 4 . In particular,τ = τ | H(1,1) maps the space of complex 1-subspaces H = H(1, 1) to the Grassmannian manifold Gr(2, 2) of 2-subspaces in Ê 4 .
Gr(2, 2) has several different invariant metrics (invariant to orthogonal transformations). All metrics can be defined in terms of the two principle angles between two 2-subspaces [7] .
We consider the distance between the directions of two 2-flats in Ê 4 to be the sum of their principle angles. In this way, the distance of two orthogonal 2-subspaces is 2·90 • = 180 • . A simple consequence of this notation is thatτ maps a small neighborhood of anl ∈ H(1, 1) into a subset of a neighborhood ofτ (l) ∈ Gr(2, 2). Specifically, we will use later thatτ maps a 1 • -neighborhood in H(1, 1) to a subset of a 10 • -neighborhood in Gr (2, 2) .
Note that the group of non-degenerate complex linear transformations GL(2, ) acts on 2 and preserves the point-line incidences. Therefore we use freely these transformations on the complex plane. GL(2, ) also acts on the space of its 1-subspaces H(1, 1).
We use one more property of the space of complex directions in the proof of our Separation Lemma: Two sufficiently small disjoint disks in H(1, 1) can be mapped into two small neighborhoods around two orthogonal directions by a nondegenerate linear transformation if the disks are at least a constant (say, 5 • ) distance apart. Gr(2, 2) does not have this property: Two disjoint disks in Gr(2, 2) may contain 2-subspaces incident to a common line, hence no linear transformation can increase their distance above 90 • . This is why the proof technique of Szemerédi and Trotter does not apply to 2-flats in Ê 4 .
Separation Lemma
Our first main lemma (Separation Lemma) is a straightforward generalization of Szemerédi and Trotter's result in the plane. It claims that a hypothetic counterexample to Theorem 1 contains a fairly regular (grid-like) sub-structure of points and complex lines. Let (P, E) be a system of a point set P and a line set E in the complex plane. Let n = |P | and e = |E| denote the number of points and lines, respectively, and let I = I P,E denote the number of point-line incidences. A system (P, E) is critical system if e + n is minimal among all systems where I > max(Cn 2/3 e 2/3 , 3n, 3e) with constant C = 10 70 . (c) there are two orthogonal directionsl 1 ,l 2 ∈ H(1, 1), such that the directions of the lines of L 1 and L 2 are in the 1 • -neighborhood ofl 1 andl 2 , resp., after a non-degenerate complex linear transformation of 2 .
Preliminaries
Consider a critical system (P, E) of n points and e lines in 2 . First we show that in this hypothetic system, n and e cannot be extremely far from each other, more precisely, either of them is much larger than the square root of the other.
Lemma 5. In a critical system (P, E), we have e > C 3 3 3/2 √ n, and n > C 3
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove the first inequality. Let d p denote the number of complex lines incident to the point p ∈ P . By the inequality of quadratic and arithmetic means, we have
where the last step follows from I > 3n. Therefore, by I > Cn 2/3 e 2/3 , we have
whence the desired inequality. e = e 1/3 e 2/3 < 3 C 2 n 2/3 e 2/3 < 3 C 3 I and n = n 1/3 n 2/3 <
Corollary 5. In a critical system (P, E), we have max(Cn 2/3 e 2/3 , 3n, 3e) = Cn 2/3 e 2/3 . Our next goal is to show that every point is incident to a large number of lines. For a set F of complex lines and a point p ∈ 2 , we denote by F p the subset of lines from F incident to p. Let d A = I/n denote the average degree of a point and let let f A = I/e denote the average degree of a line in (P, E). We show that the degree of every point in P is at least half of the average. Lemma 6. In a critical system (P, E), every p ∈ P is incident to at least d A /2 lines of E (i.e, |E p | ≥ d A /2) and every e ∈ E is incident to at least f A /2 points of P .
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove |E p | ≥ d A /2. We suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a point p ∈ P incident to less than d A /2 lines from E.
Since the system (P − {p}, E) is smaller than the critical system (P, E), we have
). This, together with Corollary 4, implies an upper bound on the total number of incidences in the system (P, E).
The last inequality is equivalent to either 4n 2 − 2n − 1 ≤ 0 or n ≤ 1/(2 · (1 − 10/C 3 )) depending on the value in the maximum. In either case, the inequality has no integer solution: A contradiction.
Distinguishing two line sets
Denote by H the space
We represent H as the sphere Ë 2 , where a main circle H 0 corresponds to the unit slope directions (cf., Subsection 2.1). Let us denote the two closed hemispheres on the two sides of H 0 by H 1 and H 2 . We may assume (after a non-degenerate linear transformation of 2 ) that |{l ∩ H 1 : ℓ ∈ E}| ≥ e/2, |{l ∩ H 2 : ℓ ∈ E}| ≥ e/2, and there is at most one class of parallel lines whose direction lies on H 0 .
Note that lines from a class of parallel lines whose direction corresponds to a point in H 0 may be in either E 1 or E 2 .
be the set of points incident to at least d A /100 lines from both E 1 and E 2 . We split the points of P \ P 0 into two subsets, let
. In a critical system (P, E), we have |P 0 | ≥ n/10.
Proof. Let |P j | = x j n and let I j denote the number of incidences of the system (P j , E), that is, the number of incidences of P j and all lines of E, for j = 0, 1, 2. Suppose, by contradiction, that x 0 < 0.1.
The systems (P 0 , E), (P 1 , E 1 ), and (P 2 , E 2 ) are all smaller than the critical system (P, E). This implies that the bound of Theorem 1 holds for each of these three systems. Taking into account the incidences of the systems (P 1 , E 2 ) and (P 2 , E 1 ), as well, we obtain:
We estimate ⌈e/2⌉ by using e > C 2 from Lemma 5, and so ⌈e/2⌉ ≤ C 2 +1 C 2 e 2 . We have
By Corollary 4, we deduce that
This inequality has no roots in the interval [0, 0.1], (the smallest root is approximately 0.108). This proves that x 0 > 0.1.
Separation of two line sets
Let Ψ ⊂ G( , 2) denote the set of non-degenerate linear transformations of 2 that act as an automorphism on each of H 0 , H 1 \ H 0 , and H 2 \ H 0 . Relying on the definitions of E 1 , E 2 , P 0 , and Ψ, we formulate a lemma that immediately implies the Separation Lemma.
Lemma 8. There exists a point set O ⊆ P 0 of size at least n/M 8 and two line sets L 1 ⊆ E 1 and L 2 ⊆ E 2 such that for every point p ∈ O, p is incident to at least d A /M 3 lines from L 1 and from L 2 , respectively, and the directions of the lines of L 1 and L 2 are in the 1 • neighborhood of two orthogonal directions of H after a transformation ψ ∈ Ψ.
We prove Lemma 8 in the end of this section after several small steps. One difficulty in finding sets L 1 and L 2 is that the boundary of the two hemispheres H 1 and H 2 is a one-dimensional manifold: It is possible that for every point p ∈ P 0 , the directions of most of the incident lines are very close the boundary H 0 . This undesirable property of a point p ∈ P is captured in Definition 3 below.
lie in the open disk in H with radius 10 • and center at a. Lemma 9. There is a set P 1 ⊆ P 0 of at least n/M 6 points and a transformation ψ ∈ Ψ such that no point of O is a N(a)-point for any a ∈ H 0 after applying ψ to 2 .
For the proof of Lemma 9, we initiate a recursive algorithm. Put O 0 = P 0 , n 0 = |O 0 |, and U 0 = {ℓ ∈ E 1 :l ∈ H 0 }, V 0 = {ℓ ∈ E 2 :l ∈ H 0 }. We obtain U 0 (reps., V 0 ) from E 1 (resp., E 2 ) by deleting at most one class of parallel lines, that is, lines whose direction
The following lemma provides an induction on the systems (O j , U j ∪ V j ) under certain condition. (Notice that Lemma 9 follows immediately if this condition is not satisfied and n j ≥ n/M 5 .)
In order to prove Lemma 10, we define a few more concepts and determine a transformation ψ ∈ Ψ in Lemma 11 below. We partition the circle H 0 into three arcs: A half circle A 1 = [i, −i], and two quarter circles Figure 1 ). We define two new properties for every point p ∈ O j with respect to an arc A ⊂ H 0 . 
For every λ ∈ Ê, 0 ≤ λ < 1, we define the transformation
For every vector (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ 2 , the transformation π 1 λ scales the component parallel to (1, 1) ∈ 2 by 1+λ 1−λ ∈ Ê and the perpendicular component by 1−λ 1+λ ∈ Ê. Note that
̺ a is a unary transformation (i.e., it is an isometry on the sphere H = Ë 2 ) and ̺ a ∈ Ψ.
Consider the orbit of elements of H under π 1 λ for all 0 ≤ λ < 1. These orbits are the main halfcircles between 1 ∈ H and its antipodal −1 ∈ H. If we increase λ continuously from 0 to 1 then the image of every point (except for 1 and its antipodal −1) will move continuously toward 1 ∈ H along a main halfcircle. The directions of lines of V j ∪ U j will enter any small neighborhood of 1.
Proof of Lemma 11. We build ψ as a combination of a π 1 λ and a π i κ for some λ and κ. First we apply a π 1 λ with a λ such that exactly n j /3 points of O j are Γ(A 1 ) points. Such a λ exists because every point of p ∈ O j becomes a Γ(A 1 )-point for a sufficiently big λ, 0 ≤ λ < 1. (As we increase λ continuously, possibly several points of O j become Γ(A 1 )-points at the same time. We can model this event as if these points change their status one by one.) In a second step, we apply a π i κ with appropriate 0 ≤ κ < 1. Note that for any 0 ≤ κ < 1, the transformation π i κ is an automorphism on the hemisphere γ −1 (A 1 ) and so the set of Γ(A 1 ) points remains fixed. We can choose a κ, 0 ≤ κ < 1, such that the remaining 2 3 n j points are balanced between Γ(A 2 ) and Γ(A 3 ).
We are now ready to prove the iteration, Lemma 10.
Proof of Lemma 10. Consider the system (O j , U j ∪ V j ) satisfying the Sparse Invariants. Assume that after any transformation ψ ∈ Ψ, at least n j (1 − 3/M) points of O j are N(a)points for some a. We apply the transformation ψ ∈ Ψ provided by Lemma 11 such that |Γ(A k )| ≥ n j 3 for k = 1, 2, 3. Observe that if a Γ(A k )-point is also an N(a)-point for some a ∈ H 0 then a must be in the 10 • neighborhood of arc A k and so p is an N(A k )-point. This implies that |N(A k )| ≥ (1 − 3 M ) n j 3 for k = 1, 2, 3. Consider the embedding of H into a unit sphere of the Euclidean three-space centered at the origin (H = Ë 2 ⊂ Ê 3 ). For every a ∈ H, let f (a) be the plane in Ê 3 whose normal vector is parallel to the Ê 3 -embedding of a and that partitions the multiset of (the Ê 3 -embeddings of) the directionsV j ∪Û j into two equal parts. If a is in generic position, then f (a) passes through the embeddings of at most one direction ofV j ∪Û j . Let a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ H 0 be three generic points at or in the very small neighborhood of the midpoints of the arcs A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 (that is, the directions 1 ∈ H 0 , (−1 + i)/ √ 2 ∈ H 0 , and (−1−i)/ √ 2 ∈ H 0 ), respectively. As a shorthand notation, let
Along with the partition
, such that for every k = 1, 2, 3, A k ∩ B k = ∅ and the endpoints of B k are the centers of A k+1 mod 3 and A k+2 mod 3 . More specifically,
We can now define the sets O j+1 , U j+1 , and V j+1 as follows.
-If there is a k ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that f k does not intersect the 10 • -neighborhood of A k (see Figure 1 , right, for k = 2), then let
Let U j+1 (resp., V j+1 ) be the set of lines from U j (resp., V j ) whose direction are embedded in Ê 3 on the same side of the plane f k as A k .
-If f k intersects the 10 • -neighborhood of A k for every k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then consider the
) be the set of lines from U j (resp., V j ) whose directions are embedded in Ê 3 on the same side of the plane f m as B m .
It is easy to check that O j+1 , U j+1 , and V j+1 satisfy all four Sparse Invariants.
Proof of Lemma 9. We may suppose without loss of generality that |U j | ≥ |V j |. We count the number I j of incidences of the system (O j , U j ). On one hand, every point is incident to at least t j lines and so I j ≥ n j t j . On the other hand, the system (O j , U j ) is smaller than the critical system (P, E) and so the Szemerédi-Trotter bound applies.
Assuming M = 10 10 and j ≤ 100, we have (1 − j/M) ≥ 4/5 and 1/4 ≤ (1 − 3/M) j < 1.
We can bound each term in Inequality (2) as follows:
Inequality (2) is written as
This inequality is false for j = 100: A contradiction. Therefore there is an index j < 100 such that at least n j /M points in the system (O j , U j ∪ V j ) are not N(a)-points for any a ∈ H 0 after an appropriate transformation ψ ∈ Ψ. Since n j ≥ 4 5 3 −j · n 10 ≥ 3 −100 · n 25 > n/10 50 = n/M 5 for every j ≤ 100, Lemma 9 follows.
We cover H with open disks of diameter 0.01 • . Denote the minimal number of covering disks by K ∈ AE. We give a rough upper estimate for K. Place greedily disjoint disks of radius 0.005 • on H. By a volume argument, the number of disks is less than 4π 3 /(0.005 2 · π/180) < 10 7 . Disks with the same center and radius 0.01 • cover H. We conclude that K < M = 10 10 . Definition 4. Subdivide both H 1 and H 2 into at most K ≤ M subsets of diameter less then 0.01 • . Let D 1 and D 2 , respectively, denote the families of these subsets.
Proof of Lemma 8. Consider the subdivision D 1 and D 2 defined above. By Lemma 9, there is a transformation ψ ∈ Ψ and a set P 1 ⊆ P of n/M 6 points such that the points of P 1 are not N(a)-points for any a ∈ H 0 after applying ψ. To every p ∈ P 1 , we assign two small sets D 1 (p) ∈ D 1 and D 2 (p) ∈ D 2 such that • the directions of at least d A 200·KM lines of E p 1 and E p 2 are in D 1 (p) and in D 2 (p), resp.;
• the distance of D 1 (p) ⊂ H 1 and D 2 (p) ⊂ H 2 is at least 5 • .
First we choose F 1 (p) ∈ D 1 and F 2 (p) ∈ D 2 such that at least d A 200·K lines of E p 1 and E p 2 are in D 1 (p) and in D 2 (p), respectively. If their distance is at least 5 • then let D 1 (p) = F 1 (p) and D 2 (p) = F 2 (p). Otherwise let a p ∈ H 0 be point on H 0 equidistant from F 1 (p) and F 2 (p). Both the 5 • -neighborhood of F 1 (p) in H 2 and the 5 • -neighborhood of F 2 (p) in H 1 are contained in the disk B(a p , 10 • ) of radius 10 • centered at a p . Since p is not an N(a p )-point, E p 1 or E p 2 has at least d A 200·M lines whose directions lie outside B(a p , 10 • ). Assume w.l.o.g. that E p 1 has this property. Choose D 1 (p) ∈ D 1 such that it is not completely in B(a p , 10 • ) and the directions of at least d A 200·KM lines of E p 1 are in D 1 (p); and let D 2 (p) = F 2 (p).
For at least |P 1 |/K 2 points of P 1 , we have chosen the same D 1 (p) ∈ D 1 and D 2 (p) ∈ D 2 . Let O be the set of these points. Since K ≤ M, we have |O| ≥ (n/M 6 )/K 2 ≥ n/M 8 .
Finally, we apply a linear transformation on 2 (not necessarily from Ψ) that maps D 1 (p) ⊂ H 1 and D 2 (p) ⊂ H 2 into the 1 • -neighborhood of two perpendicular directionŝ ℓ 1 ∈ H andl 2 ∈ H. This can be done because the chordal metrics of Ë 2 ⊂ Ê 3 is equivalent to the metrics of H = H(1, 1). (E.g., we can apply π b λ where b is the bisector of two representative points from D 1 (p) and D 2 (p) with an appropriate 0 ≤ λ < 1: The points of D 1 (p) and D 2 (p) move along main halfcircles through b ∈ H. When the representative points of the two sets are antipodal, the diameter of the image of either set is below 1 • . We denote the two classes of lines by L 1 and L 2 , respectively. 
Covering lemma
Our second main lemma (Covering Lemma) is an elaborate version of a lemma of Szemerédi and Trotter [16] . It states that given a point set in Ê d , a constant fraction of the points can be enclosed into non-overlapping axis-aligned cubes such that the points are approximately evenly distributed among them. Before formulating the Covering Lemma, we introduce the concepts of κ-side-cubes and shift-graphs.
In our terminology, a cube is an axis-aligned hypercube in Ê d ; a cube is always fulldimensional if not stated otherwise. We interpret the directions "above" and "below" in Ê d along the vector e 1 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Ê d . Definition 5. Let Q be a cube in Ê d , let p be the center of a (d − 1)-dimensional face of Q, and κ an integer. Apply a central scaling to Q with center p and with ratio 1/(2κ + 1). The resulting cube is a κ-side-cube of Q (Figure 2) .
A cube has a κ-side-cube along each of its sides. Since every cube in Ê d has 2d sides, every cube has 2d κ-side-cubes. We say that the orientation of a κ-side-cube Q ′ of Q is the orientation of the vector pointing from the center of Q to that of Q ′ . 
Proof of the Covering Lemma
Fix a unit distance such that the minimal distance in the point set P be greater than the diameter of a unit cube. Fix a Cartesian coordinate-system Ê d such that none of the coordinates of any point of P is an integer.
Definition 8. A cube is called a grid-cube if all coordinates of all vertices are integers.
Consider a subdivision C 1 of Ê d into grid-cubes of unit side length. By the choice of the coordinate system, every unit cube contains at most one point of P and every point of P is in the interior of a cube of C 1 .
We describe an algorithm, Algorithm 1, for an input of n points in Ê d and an integer κ. Algorithm 1 proceeds in a finite number of phases. A phase i ∈ AE processes every cube of C i that contains a point of P , and it determines a subdivision C i+1 . Every C i is a lattice subdivision of Ê d into congruent grid cubes. One cube of C i+1 consists of µ d cubes of C i , where µ = (4κ + 1) d . Algorithm 1 terminates at a phase i ∈ AE, when a single cube of C i contains P .
Processing a cube Q ∈ C i means that Algorithm 1 labels Q or other cubes within Q with one of the four special labels green, yellow, blue, and selected. Algorithm 1 can remove the labels green and yellow; the labels selected and blue are permanent.
-Green cubes. In phase i, Algorithm 1 may place some cubes into a set G i and label them green. Green cubes are disjoint, every green cube contains at least r points and no special cube. In phase i + 1, a constant fraction cubes in G i become side cubes of selected cubes, and the rest of them are unlabeled. -Yellow cubes. For every green cube G ∈ G i , Algorithm 1 places an enclosing cube Q ∈ C i (possibly G = Q) into a set Y i and labels it yellow. If a green label is removed from G then the corresponding yellow label is also removed from Q. -Selected cubes. Algorithm 1 inductively places cubes into S and labels them selected. Selected cubes are disjoint, and every Q ∈ S contains exactly one green cube as side-cube, and no other special cube.
-Blue cubes. Some cubes are placed into a set B and labeled blue. Blue cubes form a hierarchical structure: A blue cube contains either a unique cube from S or at least two non-overlapping blue cubes.
In every phase i ∈ AE, Algorithm 1 processes cubes of C i and then determines C i+1 .
For every subdivision C i , there are µ d lattice subdivisions such that every cube of C i+1 consists of µ d cubes of C i : Algorithm 1 chooses one of them to be C i+1 .
At the end of each phase i ∈ AE, a cube Q ∈ C i can be in one of the following six states. Initially, in phase i = 1, every cube Q ∈ C 1 is in state A 1 . Each state specifies the special cubes in Q and the cardinality |P ∩ Q|. We consider only the maximal (for inclusion) special cubes contained in Q, special cubes contained in another special cube within Q are not considered. The cardinality |Q ∩ P | corresponding to the state of a cube do not take into account any point that has ever been in a special cube (except for Q itself) because Algorithm 1 deletes every point lying in special cubes at the end of every phase. (Point deletions are permanent, and not revoked when green or yellow labeled are removed).
(A 1 ) Q is not special, it contains no special cubes, and |Q ∩ P | < r; For every cube Q ∈ C i containing a point of P , Algorithm 1 assigning Q to one of the six states based on the states of the µ d sub-cubes of Q from the previous subdivision C i−1 and on the cardinality |Q ∩ P |. (All empty cubes of C i are, by default, in state A 1 .) A step when a yellow cube Q and the enclosed green cube G are unlabeled corresponds to a state transition for the cubes Q. For a cube Q ∈ C i , we summarize the states of the µ d subcubes of Q in C i−1 by a shorthand notation Q = 6 k=1 ω k A k saying that Q consists of ω k subcubes in state A k , k = 1, 2, . . . , 6 (hence 6 k=1 ω k = µ d ). The assignment of a cube Q to state A k is denoted by Q → A k .
We state one more simple proposition before we proceed with Algorithm 1.
Proposition 13. Let Q ∈ C i and B ∈ C j such that B ⊂ Q and j < i (that is, C j is a refinement of C i ). Then Q \ B is the union of at most 3 d − 1 (possibly overlapping) cubes.
Proof. The hyperplanes along the faces of B dissect Q \ B into at most 3 d − 1 nonoverlapping axis-aligned boxes. It is enough to show that each such box can be covered by a cube within Q \ U.
Consider one such box R. Let U ∈ C i ′ , i ≤ i ′ ≤ j, be the smallest grid-cube containing both B and R. Let q be a longest edge of R that is perpendicular to the common face B ∩ R of B and R. Since the lower dimensional cube B ∩ R has the same edge length as B and B is from a subdivision C j , we conclude that q is a longest edge of R. Let f be the hyperplane perpendicular to q through B ∩ R. Necessarily, f separates B and R.
Denoting by f + the halfspace of f containing R, the axis-aligned box f + ∩ U contains R but its shortest edge is q. Therefore, R can be encapsulated into a cube within f + ∩U. Algorithm 1. Input: P , and a coordinate system. Set i = 0, S = ∅, B = ∅, G 0 = ∅, and Y 0 = ∅. Let C 0 denote the cube subdivision where every unit grid-cube is subdivided into µ d congruent cubes, each of which is at state A 1 . Until not all points of P are in a single cube of C i , do:
For this, let B be the subcube of Q in state
, then Q → A 6 . For this, let G and B be the subcubes of Q in states A 2 and A 4 ∪ A 5 ∪ A 6 , respectively. Let 
As a result, every yellow subcube of a Q ∈ C i is in central position within C i+1 .)
Output: S.
Let b and s denote the total number of blue and selected cubes, respectively, at the end of Algorithm 1. Let g denote the total number of cubes that were ever labeled green during Algorithm 1. We define a rooted tree graph on the blue cubes: The vertices correspond to the blue cubes, a cube Q 1 is the child of Q 2 if and only if Q 1 ⊂ Q 2 . The leaves of this tree correspond to blue cubes containing a unique cube of S. So the tree has s leaves. Every intermediate node (state A 6 ) has at least two children. We have b ≤ 2s ≤ 2b because in a binary tree, the number of leaves exceeds the number of intermediate nodes.
In Algorithm 1, at least g · µ −d yellow cubes are not deleted and placed into central position in the next subdivision. Every yellow cube in central position contained a green cube which is encapsulated in a unique blue cube, hence g · µ −d ≤ b ≤ 2s. We give an upper bound on the total number of points in terms of s by accounting for the points deleted in step 4 of the algorithm. For every blue cube (in states A 5 and A 6 ), we deleted at most 2µ 2d r points. For every yellow cube (states A 2 and A 3 ), we deleted at most 2µ d r points. Finally, at the last phase the cube containing P contains at most 2µ 2d r points that are not wrapped in any special cube (state A 4 ). Therefore, using s ≥ 1,
Finally, a κ-side-cube can have 2d possible orientations. Let K be the set of cubes from S with the most frequent orientation. We can permute the coordinate axes such that the κ-side-cubes in K lie along the bottom side. The cubes of K satisfy properties 1 and 2 of Lemma 12. They number of cubes is |K| ≥ s/2d > (n−2µ 2d r)/(16d·µ 2d r) ≥ n/(32d·µ 2d r), if r ≤ n/(4µ 2d ).
It remains to verify that the shift graph T (K) has at most |K| edges. We show that the in-degree of every node in T (K) is at most one. Suppose that T (K) has a directed edge (Q 1 , Q 2 ). By definition, shift(bott(Q 1 )) \ bott(Q 1 ) and shift(Q 2 ) overlap. Since Q 1 and Q 2 are interior disjoint, necessarily, Q 1 is above Q 2 and bott(Q 1 ) is bigger than Q 2 .
Notice that both Q 1 and Q 2 were selected in Algorithm 1. Let Q ′ 1 ∈ C i be the minimal blue cube containing Q 1 (with possibly Q ′ 1 = Q 1 ). Recall that bott(Q 1 ) ∈ G i−1 and bott(Q 1 ) lies in a yellow cube of C i−1 which is in central position within Q ′ 1 . Therefore, if shift(bott(Q 1 )) \ bott(Q 1 ) intersects shift(Q 2 ), then Q 2 ⊂ Q ′ 1 . That is, Q ′ 1 contains a blue cube. This implies that Q 1 was placed into set S in step 2vii or step 2viii of Algorithm 1. Since bott(Q 1 ) is bigger than Q 2 and so the edge-length of Q 1 is at least µ times bigger than that of Q 1 . Since the projection of bott(Q 1 ) and Q 2 to a hyperplane e 1 ⊥ intersect, the projection of bott(Q 1 ) contains that of Q 2 . Now assume, by contradiction, that there is a cube Q 3 ∈ K, Q 3 = Q 1 , such that (Q 3 , Q 2 ) is an edge of T (K). On one hand, Q 3 cannot be above Q 1 because every vertical segment connecting the lower side of Q 3 and the upper side of Q 2 intersects the interior of Q 1 (cf., part (2) of Definition 7). On the other hand, Q 3 cannot be below Q ′ 1 because then Q 3 lies in Q ′ 1 and by symmetry every vertical segment connecting the lower side of bott(Q 1 ) and the upper side of Q 2 would intersect Q 3 . Therefore, (Q 1 , Q 2 ) is the only ingoing edge for Q 2 in the graph T (K).
Combination of the two Main Lemmas
We combine the Separation Lemma and the Covering Lemma in Lemma 14. Note that the Ê 4 -embeddings of two non-parallel complex lines intersect in a single point. A crossing in Ê 4 is a pair of 2-flats in Ê 4 with exactly one intersection point.
Lemma 14. (Combination Lemma)
We are given a set O of n points and two sets L 1 and L 2 of 2-flats in Ê 4 such that the direction of elements of L 1 and L 2 are in the 10 •neighborhood of two orthogonal 2-dimensional subspacesl 1 ∈ Gr(2, 2) andl 2 ∈ Gr(2, 2), resp., and we are also given a parameter r ∈ AE, 1 ≤ r ≤ 10 −8 n.
Then there exist a set R of non-overlapping compact sets in Ê 4 , and sets P R ⊂ P ∩ int(R) for every R ∈ R, such that 1. |R| > n/(10 10 r); 2. for every R ∈ R, we have |P R | = r; 3. for every R ∈ R and every p, q ∈ P R , we have
Proof. Fix a Cartesian coordinate-system in Ê 4 such that the two perpendicular directionsl 1 andl 2 arê
Apply Lemma 12 to O with parameters 27r and κ = 1 in Ê 4 . There is a set K of n/(32 · 4 · 5 8 · 27r) ≥ 2n/(10 10 r) = 2n/(Mr) non-overlapping cubes such that there are at least 27r points of O in a 1-side-cube. We assume that this special side cube of every Q is the lower side-cube bott(Q) (our argument is analogous for any other position of the side-cubes). We construct R by choosing a set R ∈ R for at least half of the cubes in K. Fix a cube Q ∈ K and denote by f 1 the hyperplane through its lower face (i.e., the common face of Q and its 1-side-cube bott(Q)). Consider two points p, q ∈ P ∩ bott(Q) and let d = dist(p, q). Notice that d is at most twice as long as the side length of bott(Q) because bott(Q) is in Ê 4 . Let ℓ p 1 and ℓ p 2 (reps., ℓ q 1 and ℓ q 2 ) be two 2-flats of directionl 1 and ℓ 2 incident to p (resp., q). Denote the two intersection points by x = ℓ p 1 ∩ℓ q 2 and y = ℓ q 1 ∩ℓ p 2 .
x and y are located at two antipodal points of the Thales-sphere (Ë 3 ⊂ Ê 4 ) over pq. The diameter of the Thales-sphere is d, therefore the part of the Thales-sphere above f 1 lies completely in Q. Hence, at least one of x and y is in the cube Q, and also in Q ∩ shift(Q Consider the shift graph T (K). Let K 1 be the set of cubes in K whose out-degree is 0 or 1 in T (K). By the Covering Lemma, T (K) has |K| edges and so at least half of the nodes have out-degree 0 or 1. We have |K 1 | = |K|/2 ≥ n/(Mr) regions.
If the out-degree of Q ∈ K 1 in T (K) is 0, then we associate a set R = shift(Q) and P R = O ∩ bott(Q) to Q. The properties 2 and 3 of Lemma 14 are satisfied for R because shift(Q) contains at least one of B(x, d/10) and B(y, d/10) in its interior.
Consider a cube Q 1 ∈ K 1 whose out-degree is one in T (K) and let Q 2 ∈ K be the cube such that (Q 1 , Q 2 ) is an edge of T (K). Project the point set O ∩bott(Q 1 ) and the cube Q 2
to the hyperplane f 1 by σ : Ê 4 → (1, 0, 0, 0) ⊥ , (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) → (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). The planes through the faces of the 3-dimensional cube σ(Q 2 ) ⊂ f 2 partition σ(Q 1 ) into at most 27 3-dimensional boxes. One of them, Q ′ , contains at least r points of σ(O ∩ bott(Q 1 )) (see Figure 4 ). Let B = {q ∈ bott(Q 1 ) : σ(q) ∈ σ(Q ′ )}. To Q 1 ∈ K 1 , we associate a pair (R, P R ) such that P R = {p ∈ O ∩ B}. For the choice of R, We distinguish two cases:
(a) If Q ′ = σ(Q 2 ), then let R be the union of Q 1 ∩ shift(Q 1 ) and the region below Q 1 and above the hyperplane through the lower face of shift(B).
(b) If Q ′ = σ(Q 2 ), then let f 2 be a hyperplane such that the plane f 1 ∩ f 2 separates σ(Q 2 ) and Q ′ in f 1 . It defines a halfspace f + 2 containing Q ′ . Let R be the union of Q 1 ∩ shift(Q 1 ) and f + 2 ∩ shift(Q 1 ).
We show that for any pair p, q ∈ P R , at least one of the balls B(x, d/10) and B(y, d/10) lie entirely in R in both cases. First we consider case (a): If neither ball is entirely in Q 1 ∩ shift(Q 1 ), then p and q are in the (d/5)-neighborhood of a plane in f 1 . The distance dist(p, q) is less than twice the side length of the cube Q ′ . So both balls lie in the region above the hyperplane through the lower face of shift(B).
Next we consider case (b) . Assume that f 2 is orthogonal to (0, 1, 0, 0) (we argue analogously, if f 2 is orthogonal to (0, 0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 0, 1)). The points x and y are antipodal in the Thales sphere of p and q. If neither B(x, d/10) nor B(y, d/10) lies in the interior of R, then both balls intersect both f 1 and f 2 . This is possible only if p and q are in the (d/5)-neighborhood of two 2-flats: one of direction (0, 1, 1, 1), (0, 2, −1, −1) ⊂ f 1 and another of direction (1, 0, −1, 1), (2, 0, 1, −1) ⊂ f 2 . The diameter of the intersection of two such neighborhoods is strictly less than d. A contradiction: d is the distance of p and q, so p and q cannot be in both neighborhoods simultaneously. This proves that B(x, d/10) and B(y, d/10) lies in R Finally, we check that the regions of R are non-overlapping: Each region R ∈ R consists of Q ∩ shift(Q) and a region directly below Q for non-overlapping cubes Q ∈ K. The region below Q, however, does not intersect any Q 1 ∩ shift(Q 1 ) for any Q 1 ∈ K lying below Q. This completes the proof of Lemma 14.
Proof of the main theorem
We proceed by contradiction. Let (P, E) be a critical system of n points and e complex lines in 2 . That is, n + e is minimal among all systems (P, E) where the number of incidences is I = I(P, E) > max(Cn 2/3 e 2/3 , 3n, 3e).
By the Separation Lemma, there is a set O of at least n/M 8 points and two sets of complex lines L 1 and L 2 such that the (complex) directions of lines in L 1 and L 2 are within a 1 • neighborhood of two orthogonal directionsl 1 ,l 2 ∈ H(1, 1) and for every point p ∈ O, |L p 1 | ≥ I/(nM 3 ) and |L p 2 | ≥ I/(nM 3 ). We identify the complex plane with the four-dimensional real Euclidean space by τ : 2 −→ Ê 4 . The directions of 2-flats in τ (L 1 ) and τ (L 2 ) are in a 10 • -neighborhood of directions of two orthogonal directionsτ (l 2 ),τ (l 2 ) ∈ Gr(2, 2). In the remainder of the proof, we consider the system 1 (and of L p 2 , resp.) which do not pass through any other point of P R . Let us count for each R ∈ R the crossings X(P R ) = {(e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ L 1 ×L 2 : ∃p, q ∈ P R such that e 1 ∈ L p 1 , e 2 ∈ L q 2 , and e 1 ∩e 2 ∈ int(R)}. By the Combination Lemma, there are at least (I/(2nM 3 )) 2 such crossings for each pair p, q ∈ P R . For every R ∈ R, we have counted distinct crossings because the crossing pairs intersect in disjoint regions. The total number of crossings is at least 
There are more than Me 2 distinct crossings, because C 3 /M 20 = M. A contradiction, since L 1 , L 2 ⊂ E, thus the number of crossings is at most e 2 . We conclude that I ≤ max(Cn 2/3 e 2/3 , 3n, 3e) ≤ Cn 2/3 e 2/3 + 3n + 3e.
